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Abstract. The upper crit:cal fields nll ana 
"3; 

in masnetic
fields up to 150 kOe and the T" on pressure (up to 35 kbar) in
the organic superconductor (BEDT-TTF) 4HSZ.ggBrg have been
investigrated. The presence of the positive curvature for Ha, an4
the S-fold exceeding of the Clogstone paramagnetic limit for
U[f nave been observed. The stronsr electron-phonon couplins is
suggested. The positive value for dr^/dp has been found at
pressures below i.0 kbar. The sample ,ln!u.lo"" a semicond.uctins
transition at pressures above 25 kbar

I rrt rocluct i on

Bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-ffF) _based organic
superconductors are divided into two groups, those wlth linear
(I' Br' AuI' Cu(NCS)r) and butky (ReOo, Hs3_6CiB, Hsa_OBrr)
anions The main specifi.c feature of superconductors wrth halide
mercurat.e anions is the exi.stence of two incommensurable
sublatti.ces; one of them incorporates BEDT-TTF molecules and Br
or CI anions, the other Hs atoms lL,zl.

The lattice-disorder-induced. random potential is IikeIy to
cause the appearance of a number of peculiar properties, which
reveal in the temperature dependence of conductivj.ty I1,31, EpR
spectra [4], masnetic susceptibiiity t4,S1, and spin_lattice
reiaxation [5] and distingruish this f ami ry of supercond.uctors
among the others. Our recent study of the conductivity of the
orsanic metal (BEDT-TTF)_e.HsZ._eSBl, in the masnetic f ields up to
50 kOe showed [2] a record value' oi the dHlZ/dT -lOO koe/K
derivative for organic superconductors and its tendency to the
exceeding of the Clogstone paramagnetic limit. The present paper
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reports on the study of upper crj.tical fields of the salt
(BEDT-TTF) 4HcZ.ggBr' in magnetic f j.elds up to 15@ kOe and the
pressure irlf Iuence up to 35 kbar on the superconduct ing
transition.

Experimental
The measurements were per:;ormed by the 4-probe dc-method. Small
rhombic crystals were glued to the Pt wires of. l@lt thick by the
sraphite paste. Critical fields were measured in the Bitter
ma.gnet in the International Labo;ator'y of Wroclaw (poland). The
values of the second critica)- rreld (Har) were determined from
the middle-points of superconducting transitions on the
resistivity vs. temperature plots measured a'long c* in
different magnetic fields. The d.eperrdence of the superconductins
transition in the (BEDT-TTF) 4HsZ.BgBrB single crystals on the
hydrostatic pressures up to 35 kbar were measured. in the
Purposely desisned. high-pressure apparatus t61 .

Results
The resistivity along the sinsle crystal plane in the d.irection
of the a axj.s is pa e@A K) ry O.I-O.S Ohm. cm and becomes
(5-10)-fold reduced on coolins down to 5 K. At Tc = 4.3 K the
sdmple transits to the superconductins state (inset in Fis. 1).
The resistdnce measured in the c* direction perpendicular to
the crystal plane is tgO@@-6Q@0)fold higher than pa. It increasers
with ttre temperature decrease bv L.s-z times and reaches its
maximum al 2@-58 K. Then the resistance d.ecreases sharply till
the superconducting transition.

From temperature depend.ences of upper critical fields it is
seen that HEZ " H!, r ifij for various d.irections of masnetic
fields (Fig. 1,2). Thus, the anisotropy of criticat fieids in
(BEDT-TTF) 

4Hs2.B9BrB is of a well defined quasi-two-d.imensional
character as it should be expected from the crystal layered.
structure lL,2l..

The resistivity vs. temperature plot in the temperature
region below 2@ K is depicted for various pressures j.n Fis. 3.
The temperature of the superconducting transition is seen to shift
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to the region of higher temperatures with the pressure rncrease
and it is - 6.8 K at (ztl)kbar. At further pressure increase the
T. decrease and pressures hlsrher than (231j. )kbar suppress
superconductivity and the resistivity and pressure increase in
paral ieI. The temperature of the minimum crystdl resistivitv
(T*ir,) increases readiiy with pressure.
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0 't z J 4 TtnFiS. L: Temperature dependerices
of upper criLical fields H[, and

h,tl!, laral ieI to the ab pldne of
the (BEDT-TTF) 

4HsZ.BgBrB sinsle
crystaI. (o) Hll a; (x) Hll b'. The
inset i.Ilustrates the resistivi-
ty vs. tenrperature plot at H:0.
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TtuFiS. 2: Temperature depend.ence

of the upper critical field
Hi, nerRendicular to the ab

pIane, Hll c*.

Fis. 3: Temperature dependence
of resistivity of the single
crystals (BEDT-TTF) 

4Hs2.B9BrB at
varlous pressures.
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Discussion
Fis.. l and 2 show t-hat nedr the'I'c (4.3 K) a site of t.he positive
curvature is characteristic of boih H!, and 

"3; 
and the

superconducting state is easily destroyed by low magnetic fields.
Such state is probably caused by the d.estruction of weak couplingr
betweerr the bulk elements with higrher- critical temperatures. At

,1ower temperatures both curves are characterized by a strarght
site, which probably coresponds to the main part of the sample
r.rith T, t 3.3 K. The dHEZ/dT ana oHli,zaT are found. to be 1j.0 and
5 kQe/K, respectively, from the slope of the straight-Iine sj.tes
and according to the Ginzburg-Land.au theory the correiation
lensrths can be estimated. as {a(0) ! {btoi z, r7o A and 6c*1oy I Bf,

The critical f ield anisotropy is Uiyai) = Fd/(,c* x ZL. It
should be noted that the transverse correlation length ("*(0) is
approximately twice as Iess than the interlayer distance.

The extrapolation of the ffl-tft depend.ence to the ordinate
axis slves HEz(0) x L7o xo., rnYXn almost thrj.ce as exceeds the
clogstone paramagneti.c limit determirred within the BCS model as
Ho = L8.5 Tc r 60 koe. The evaluation of the orbital contribution
to the supercorrductivity at a K sives ir[jdlu) tor
= A.7ldHz2ldTlT".T" x 260 kOe. which is much hisher than the
experirnental value of HlrtO). On considering the iatter value as
the resuit of the joint or-bitaI ancl par.arragnetic effects it is
possible' to estirnate that the value of the pararragnetic limit Ho
characteristic of the (BEDT-TTF) 

4Hs2.g9Brg salt equals to - 3tO
kOe and is S-fold hisher than the Closstone paramagnetic 1imi.t in
the weak coup I ing approximat ion.

The paramagnetic Ii.mit exceeding in superconductors may be
explained by one of the following reasons:

(1) triplet coupling of electrons;
(2) strongr spin-orbital interaction;
(3) strong electron-phonon j.nteraction with X > 1

Apparently the (1) and (2) cases cannot be applied to the
superconductor (BEDT-TTF) 4Hg2.g9BrB. Triplet superconductivity
is to be expected only in pure superconductors tgl, which is not
the case of the salt. under study because of the incomroensurabi.li-
ty in its structure. stronq spin-orbital interaction cannot take
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Fldce either, which is confirmed. by the study of the g-factor in
(BEDT-'ffF) 4Hsz.ggErg t9i. The suppositiorr on strongr electron-
phonon interaction consiciered within the extremely strong coupling
model t10l al iows provides ;.roth understandi.ng of the considerable
exceeding rn paramagnetic I:mjt and qual itative explanation to
thre positive curvature ol ilirtrl ut low temperatures. However,
qual itat j.ve comparison of the experimental results obta j.ned with
theoretical ones [10] gives far fronr the real value of the
electron-phonon interaction, L ) L0.

The authors acknowledse l.r.E. Alekseevskii and. T. palewski
for the sllrrport in the work, L.N" Bulaevskii and v.N. Laukhin
for useful discussions, A.V. Zvaryklna and A.p. Khomenko for
their assistance in the experimental work.
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